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Random is beautiful

The “Fly in a Bottle” method
When trapped in a bottle, a fly chooses a random direction to go...
... and retries until it finds the bottleneck and exits

So does Trinity Fuzzer
Basically, a “fuzz testing” engine
Use sycalls in a random way, with random arguments
Randomly, you can find such a dumb situation that something crashes
Do post-mortem analysis to find the bug
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Trinity in smarter than the fly
Most of fuzz tests will exit with EINVAL
Really dumb arguments are used
Syscall wants a valid Fd and the provided argument is no file descriptor
EINVAL exists slow down the fuzz test, increasing to time to find some interesting

Smart Fuzzing
Trinity Fuzzer knows how to do “really evil call to syscalls”
Arguments are not purely random
on startup, Trinity creates a list of Fds (pipes, sysfs, procfs, /dev, sockets, ...)
when a syscall needs an fd, it gets passed one of these at random
Every syscall has its arguments annotated, and where possible it tries to provide
something at least semi-sensible.
"Length" arguments get passed one of a whole bunch of potentially interesting
values
Fds are shared between multiple threads, which causes havoc sometimes.
Mmap buffers are fed to subsequent syscalls, sometimes with funny returns
And many other really nasty features...
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Trinity for file system developers
Trinity Fuzzer is really good at locating bugs in FS
We run it against different versions of Lustre and found a bug in 5 minutes
We run it to make the implementation of 9p in NFS-Ganesha “bullet proof”
We have plans to run it against NFSv4.1

Difficulties
When used to test a distributed file system, things become trickier
A client+server pair is involved, both can produce the bug
You can't test a server or a client in a standalone way, you test their association
You need to have a close watch at the generated report to locate the bug
Trinity does test every available syscalls
When testing file system, you have to retrict it to File System related operations

Finding bugs becomes easier... and it can be depressing..
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Trinity in action (1/2)
Prepare the environment to run trinity
Create a dedicated directory in the FS to be tested
Create a few files (/dev/urandom can be a good seed for test files)
Run Trinity with on this “victim files”
Trinity has a “syscalls group” dedicated to VFS syscalls

•
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Trinity in action (2/2)
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Examples of bugs found via Trinity Fuzzer

LU-3732 in Lustre Jira
https://jira.hpdd.intel.com/browse/LU-3732
Trinity put the light on the Bug
A 3-line reproducer could be written to ease debugging

Linux Weekly News speaks about Trinity Fuzzer
https://lwn.net/Articles/536173/
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Getting Trinity Fuzzer

Project URL
http://codemonkey.org.uk/projects/trinity/
http://github.com/kernelslacker/trinity

Downloadable tarball
http://codemonkey.org/uk/trinity/trinity-git-snapshot.tar.xz

We have no share in Trinity and did not took part in its
development but we really like it. We hope you'll enjoy it.
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Questions ?
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